
Progress Report  

Stages of the Game 

STAGE 1 –  Chess Board Setup 

Install the mines and power boosters for black and white. 

� 2  Boosters and 2 mines for White player and  

�  2  Boosters and 2 mines for Black   player. 

�  Every player can place only his own booster and only the opponent’s mine. 

Stage 1 Board Setup 

� On each choice, the power booster / mine sticker is stuck on the board. 

�  Each player alternately decides the position of either his own booster sticker or opponent’s 

mine sticker. 

 

STAGE 2 – New Rules of Chess 

I) Power Booster Stickers– Pawn Only 

a) When a White pawn sits on a white booster, roll the Die. 

b) The outcomes of the die imply the following 

               1 � Pawn,     2 � Bishop,   3 � Knight 

       4 -> Rook      5 � Queen,    6 � Queen 

c) The pawn can become the boosted up piece (say knight) for the next move only.  

 

II) Mine Stickers – All pieces 

a) When a black piece sits on a black mine, it becomes a mere pawn for the next move only. 

III) Game of Challenges !! 

a)  Each player has 3 chances to toss a coin to try his luck to dictate the opponent’s piece to be 

moved.  

b) If white player gets a head, Hard luck …no black piece can be dictated. 

c) If white player gets a tail, any black piece can be dictated to make a move.  

 

Summary 

a) A good mix of strategy, luck and judgment.  

b)  Even luck needs to be embraced strategically ! 

c)  Can’t wait to play the game ! 

 



Usability and Game Idea Validation 

The plan of action is not just to come up with a creative idea, but also to determine how easy the idea is.  

The idea for the game as described in the Ideas section and the presentation will also be validated by 

getting some of the students in the Design Games class to actually play the game. They would also be 

asked to comment on the game and answer a short questionnaire. The questionnaire would be  non-

intrusive, non-personal , related entirely to and confined within the relevant topics of the game and its 

usability and ‘fun´ factor. 

The players would  play  a game according to the rules that are specified for XXXchess and try to 

complete it. During the gameplay , we would ask the players to present a live commentary of their 

actions and if possible of their strategy for the game.   

The validation would not be entirely player dependent. We would also make notes of how different 

people play the game and whether or not certain aspects of the game cause irritation, frustration or 

excitement. Another factor that we would try to gauge is the attention span of the player during game 

play. 

Getting together the factors mentioned above , we would try to iteratively improve some aspects and 

ideas of the game by  asking both old and new players to play different versions of the game. 

Future Ideas 

Some more additions that are in the pipeline are as follows:  

1. Game can be implemented online. Players would be asked to register and can be pitched against 

an intelligent algorithm that tries to maximize its chances of winning by heuristic mechanisms. 

The players can also be given the choice of playing against each other as in real life. This 

would require coordination between players , say logging into the system at the same time or 

have invitation mechanisms between players. 

2. Another concept that can be included in the game is Time limited stickers. The boost that was 

mentioned, can also be move/ time limited. This boost would expire after a certain number of 

moves and would give the players incentive to change the strategy to get to the boost location 

faster. 

3. Another interesting dimension would be achieved be by changing the dimensions of the board. 

This accommodates all the figures without the need to introduce additional ones. This however 

increases the new number of moves possible for the player. 
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